NATURE & WILDLIFE

CARTER'S W.A.R.
USA 2016
18 x 60' HD
Carter’s W.A.R. (Wild Animal Response) is the untold story of one man’s quest to save his homeland—
the world’s most wild and dangerous continent on earth, Africa. From heavily armed poachers
butchering elephants for their tusks to the slaughter of rhinos for their horns, Africa’s most precious
resource is in peril. Can one man expose the truth and make a difference? Watch as wildlife detective
and professional hunter, Ivan Carter, takes you inside the real Africa to the front lines of the wars being
waged on its wildlife.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0485
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BLACK BEAR AT THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
Canada 2016
1 x 60' 4K/HD
A beautifully filmed ‘blue chip’ nature documentary that follows the daily life and seasonal cycles
of a young black bear as she survives and struggles to reproduce in the breathtaking Forillon National
Park of Gaspésie, Quebec.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0505
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SPYING ON ANIMALS
Canada 2018
1 x 60' 4K/HD
SPYING ON ANIMALS looks at the history of camera technology in animal research through the eyes and
lens of one of the world’s great wildlife photographers, Canadian Paul Nicklen. The documentary
showcases many firsts in the field. We witness the gripping and unique POVs of predators and prey,
candid and comical moments, and many other scenarios in the animal kingdom.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0502
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POLAR BEAR TOWN SUMMER
Canada 2017
3 x 60' HD
Every year, approximately 10,000 tourists from around the world descend on the tiny, isolated town
of Churchill, Manitoba. Known as “The Polar Bear Capital of the World” visitors gather in Churchill to see
the annual migration of more than 1,000 polar bears that pass through town.
Polar Bear Town Summer takes viewers into the hazardous world of veteran wildlife guides Kelsey Eliasson
and Dennis Compayre. They need to keep their clients safe while providing thrilling encounters with two
of nature’s most fascinating creatures — polar bears and beluga whales.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0492
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INDIA'S NEW WORLD
India 2015
2 x 60' HD
Against a mosaic backdrop of teak forest, farmland and bustling villages this film explores the
extraordinary story of Asia’s last lions living in 21st century India and their recovery from near
extinction. A century ago, a mere 20 individuals remained. Afforded sanctuary in the form of Gir Forest
National Park, numbers of these critically endangered big cats rose slowly and they now number over
400. But the lions have outgrown their sanctuary and have spilled out into the surrounding countryside
and villages. Here, a unique relationship has developed between the large predators and the people,
revealing a story of survival and tolerance. For over 20 years, the Manas National Park was the
unwelcome host for India’s Bodo rebellion. As conflict raged, rebels swept over the park ravaging the
landscape and poaching wildlife for food and money. The results were catastrophic — some animal
populations halved while others were eradicated from the park altogether. In this uplifting story
we discover how some of the rebel fighters gave up their weapons of war and instead turned their
attention to safeguarding the park and its inhabitants.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0496
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LEARNING TO BE WILD
Spain 2019
1 x 60' 4K/HD
LEARNING TO BE WILD is a close-up look at the Sarus Crane, the tallest flying bird on the planet. Some
30 years ago this incredible species disappeared from its natural habit in North-Eastern Thailand.
Through a captive breeding programme the birds are nurtured, cared for and taught how to re-establish
their wild instincts and as a result of this incredible effort and persistence the Sarus Crane appears
to be coming back to its natural habitat...
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0500
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DOG TALES RESCUE
Great Britain 2018—2019
18 x 30' HD
This heart-warming series follows the trials and tribulations of Dog Tales Rescue and Horse Sanctuary,
as they operate and continue to expand their one-of-a-kind animal rescue. Passionate co-founders and
married couple Danielle and Rob, along with their dedicated and experienced staff of 50, take in sick,
elderly and abused souls and provide them with a beautiful home-like environment to rehabilitate until
they are adopted out into their forever homes. The sanctuary regularly plays home to over 100 dogs,
80 horses, pigs, cows, donkeys and continues to grow. With an eye-opening look at local and
international animals in need, the series follows the hard work, commitment, sacrifice and hope it takes
to run a world-class animal rescue. Stories reflect the grit not only of Danielle, Rob and their staff, but
also of the animals, as they work through harrowing and seemingly impossible challenges in search
of happy endings.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0498
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WILD WORKERS
Spain 2019
8 x 30' 4K/HD
Animal life has many things in common with human life. Our life cycle is basically the same: birth,
breeding, feeding, mating and reproduction and all of it is only possible thanks to a lifetime
of dedication to work: garnering, hunting, building, digging... Wild Workers is an amusing approach
to this common “curse” of humans and animals.If you think you have been working overtime lately you
should take a look at some of the hard working species featured in our TV series, Wild Workers: the
delicate and constant work of the Black-headed Weaver, the witty hammer-rock-wielding of the
Bearded Capuchin Monkeys or the tireless building efforts of the North American beaver...
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0501
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BRIGADE ANIMO
Canada 2016
78 x 15' HD
Which kid doesn’t love animals? And how many would like to become a vet when they grow up?
BRIGADE ANIMO knows the answers and Dr. Sébastien Kfoury — helped by three young “assistant
vets” — is the ideal guide to lead us on a fun journey through the animal kingdom and its many
inhabitants. But Dr. Seb and his co-hosts don’t stop at everyday cats and dogs! They are far more
curious than that, and delve into the lives of reptiles, farm animals, exotic animals, marine mammals
and more. The shows segments are accessible, colourful and fun, covering medical cases, animal
“superstars” in the flesh and fur, questions from young viewers and educational reports.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0482
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WILDLIFE RESCUE AND FORENSICS
Australia 2016
2 x 60' HD
A small group of Wildlife Officers in Western Australia patrol the largest ‘wildlife beat’ in the world,
an area more than a quarter the size of the USA. From the icy southern mountain ranges, across dry
expansive deserts in the interior, to the wet tropics of the north, this vast state provides habitat for
many animals found nowhere else on earth and is home to half of Australia’s endangered species.
Wildlife Rescue & Forensics follows the dramatic action of this dedicated team as they battle to save
and protect Western Australia’s most vulnerable wildlife.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0495
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LIFE AWAKENS - JUNGLE PLANET
Spain 2017
26 x 30' 4K/HD
Planet Earth has many different faces. From the jungles of Borneo where the last orangutans live to the
mythical baobabs of Madagascar; from the frozen Finnish taiga where the brown bear hibernates to the
South African bushveld of the mythical Kruger Park; from the jungles of Costa Rica to the banks of the
Danube’s river delta ... and so on, a journey through 12 countries from around the globe, providing
a complete view of wildlife, biodiversity and their importance for life on the planet.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0488
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SAVE MY PET
Canada 2012
39 x 30' HD
This series follows incredible true life stories of life threatening situations that pets have found themselves
in and how they were then saved. Action-packed re-enactments capture high stakes drama when the
cherished family pet faces a life-threatening disaster. Each family has one thing in common — a rock-hard
resolve to do whatever it takes to... Save My Pet.
This series features some of the biggest characters and personalities on television today — the pets!
Always heart-warming, sometimes heart-breaking, Save My Pet documents stories of true love between
pets and the families that care for them — a love of truly human dimensions.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0471
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THE LION MAN: ONE WORLD AFRICAN SAFARI
RSA 2015
10 x 30' HD
“The Lion Man: African Safari” features Kiwi farm boy Craig Busch, an experienced self-taught “wild cat
trainer”, creates a haven for rare, endangered cats such as white Bengal Tigers, Barbary Lions and White
Lions at a reserve near Johannesburg. Craig and a passionate band of animal-loving supporters heal
desperately ill tigers, and attempt to track down unscrupulous rhino killers. He also seeks out likeminded animal experts and conservationists around the globe (including “Wolf Man” Shaun Ellis) to help
with his cause. Along the way, he adopts and raises an orphaned White Lion cub named Jabula and
lovingly hand-rears several Barbary Lion cubs. Craig travels across the world to begin a long struggle
of enhancing the bloodlines of these rare cats to bring them back from the brink of extinction.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0474
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EQUUS
Canada 2018
3 x 60' 4K/HD
Produced for CBC «Nature of Things»
WNET·Nature (USA), ZDF & ARTE (France/Germany)
Following international acclaim for the three‐part series THE GREAT HUMAN ODYSSEY (2015),
anthropologist Niobe Thompson now embarks on a fascinating new journey exploring the horse‐human
relationship. Shot and mastered entirely in spectacular 4K, Equus rejoins the human story at critical
juncture for our species, when we harnessed horsepower to create a globalized world. Over two years
of filming, we follow still‐unpublished scientific discoveries with leading archeologists and ancient DNA
experts, take audiences into remote, surviving horse cultures around the planet, and bring the earliest
horse peoples alive through stunning recreations.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=005&progid=0477
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TRAVEL & ADVENTURE

TRIP EQUADOR
Spain 2017
12 x 30' 4K/HD
Experience the beauty of Ecuador and get to know its people, its roots and its customs. A go-to destination
for any Eco-tourist, Ecuador is one of the most biodiverse countries in the world. Experience breathtaking
scenery such as the Amazon Rainforest and towering volcanoes of the Andes Mountains while learning
the principles of sustainable tourism and environmental conservation. Get to know the indigenous
families and see how community tourism offers hope and opportunity as they share their lifestyle,
knowledge and respect for nature with visitors. Become immersed in an unforgettable adventure through
the many wonders of Ecuador and its culture.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=006&progid=0509
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INDOMITABLE CULTURE
Chile 2016
20 x 60' HD
Come with our journalist, and travel around Latin America, searching for indigenous peoples that have
inhabited this territory. A journey through the history, the customs, and the most impressive natural
landscapes of the region. We go behind the scenes, we go to local markets, local restaurants, local
places. We show you different America with other culture horizons. Indomitable Culture starts here, and
you all are invited!
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=006&progid=0494
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AMERICA RECOMMENDED
Chile 2016
10 x 60' HD
A documentary series that invites us to discover America through its food, a real gastronomic
experience that will take us to the different places of the region, and will help to revive the customs
of our people, and countries. Costa Rica, Guatemala, Ecuador, Brazil, Argentina, and Uruguay, are some
of the destinations recommended by our chefs. Get familiar with all the sensuality of great cities. Come
join us!
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=006&progid=0493
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OCEANIA
Chile 2018
16 х 60' HD
Together with Claudio Iturra we will embark on a wonderful journey through a region that is closer than
you think. Located in the Pacific Ocean, we will visit the corners that raise Australia and New Zealand.
Land of volcanoes, turquoise lakes and wild animals. An almost unreal scenario called “Oceania”, the
fifth element!
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=006&progid=0510
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PACíFICO
Spain 2016
10 x 60' HD
A year of adventures in search of the peoples inhabiting the remotest parts of the Pacific. This is possibly
the world’s most exotic route, the more visceral. The purpose: to approach the indigenous communities
of the Far East and Oceania. The trip will take us from northern Japan to New Zealand, visiting China,
Southeast Asia, Borneo, the Philippines, Papua, Australia or the South Seas. The expedition consists
of Daniel Landa, an enthusiastic journalist who has been around the world, Paul Vidal, a resigned
producer put some sanity and camera equipment, Yeray Martin, who I am and I will tell this story.
This is the plan: three traveling companions, 40,000 kilometers and twelve months ahead. But beyond
adventure, Pacific peoples concern us.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=006&progid=0476
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TAKE OFF BRAZIL
Chile 2018
10 х 30’ HD
Two charming hosts invite you to travel, as a tourist, to the best destinations in northeast of Brazil.
A trip through adventure routes and gastronomy in Fortaleza, Jericocoara, Natal, Pipa, Recife, Olinda,
Porto Galinhas, Dos Carneiros, Maragogi and Maceió. Welcome to “Take off Brazil”!
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=006&progid=0513
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TRAVELS TO THE EDGE WITH ART WOLFE
USA 2008
26 х 30' HD
Revel in the beauty of awe-inspiring landscapes and the unique animals and people that inhabit them
through an artist's lens in “Travels to the Edge with Art Wolfe”.
Art Wolfe, an internationally acclaimed photographer, invites you to experience the world with him as he
travels and photographs Patagonia, Peru, Bolivia, Alaska, Ethiopia, Madagascar, India and South Georgia
Island. Watch as Art captures images of majestic glaciers, expansive deserts, teeming rainforests, remote
mountain peaks, and exotic tribal gatherings right on location.
During these journeys, Art shares his knowledge about the world around him and moves you with his
curiosity and enthusiasm for places, cultures, and creatures great and small. He teaches you professional
photographic techniques in such an intimate manner that you feel as if you're right there with him getting
a personal photography lesson.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=006&progid=0164
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DISASTERS & SURVIVING

DROPPED
USA 2017
12 x 30' HD
In remote areas, survival is an everyday game. Enter into the minds of TV personalities Chris and Casey
Keefer as they set out to survive 30 days in the backcountry. Each new day these brothers will pit their
skills as hunters, woodsmen, and fishermen against an unforgiving and relentless landscape. Shot
in a documentary style, DROPPED will bring viewers face to face with the harsh reality of only being able
to eat what you can kill. A true test of mind, body, and soul.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=013&progid=0481
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ON THE EDGE
France 2018
6 x 60' HD
“On the Edge” is an adventure & science series on exceeding oneself. How much can the mind persuade
the body to keep going beyond the point the body is signalling to stop? Some men can achieve
remarkable performances. However, are they accessible to ordinary people? Are we aware about our
body’s exceptional abilities? A survival instructor and an engineer, Marc Mouret has 100 days
to sharpen his body and mind to take on extraordinary challenges: swimming in a very cold water,
climbing 6600 m mountain, flying at the speed of a fighter jet, free diving down to 30 m... Each episode
focuses on one challenge and Marc’s physiological functioning and physical perception through
accessible scientific explanations.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=013&progid=0506
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SURVIVAL SCIENCE
USA 2017
30 x 30' HD
On Survival Science, hosts Nick Mundt and Laura Schara put their skills — and their bodies — on the line
to test the human limits under the most extreme circumstances the outdoors can dish out. From animal
attacks to raging storms, blazing heat to frigid cold, and impossible terrain to thirst and starvation.
On every episode, the adventure, excitement, pyrotechnics and danger are real, as our production team
designs and builds amazing experiments to subject Nick and Laura to grueling tests on Survival Science.
Fight to Survive tells the inspiring true stories of outdoorsmen who have faced down death in the
wilderness and lived to tell their story. Adventurer, author and survivor Craig DeMartino hosts the
series, journeying to meet other survivors and hear their stories. Each week Craig takes a survivor back
to the flashpoint of their ordeal as they share with him their very own fight to survive. From the exciting
action to the inspiring comebacks, these stories will remind us all that faith, determination and human
spirit can do anything when faced with the ultimate Fight to Survive. Trip Gone Bad is an adventure
series that focuses on stories of survival as told by the outdoorsmen who lived to tell the tales. Featuring
vivid, action-packed re-enactments, this series plunges viewers firsthand into the life and death
struggles that each outdoorsman encountered, and explores not only the story of survival, but the
techniques used to come out alive.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=013&progid=0479
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HUNTING & FISHING

BEYOND THE DIVIDE
Canada 2019
11 x 30' HD
Host Robert Fickling the creator and director of the Australian hunting gear brand Moroka.30, treks the
world over in search of the globe’s greatest game. Beyond the Divide, Australia’s first ever hunting
television series, is an action packed adventure filmed across numerous continents. Fickling presents
an entertaining and exciting hunting journey throughout Australasia, Africa and North America. His
escapades take him to the remote corners of the Earth where Mother Nature’s prizes hide. So tag along
for the fun, join in the intensity, and see the untamed wild world.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=020&progid=0504
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KING OF THE RIVER
France 2018
24 x 30' HD
King of the River is a documentary series that invites viewers into the intimate world of Atlantic salmon
fly-fishing. The action will take place on the beautiful salmon rivers of Gaspésie and Bas St-Laurent,
showing the amazing landscapes of the Gaspe Peninsula located in eastern Québec, Canada. André will
teach the secrets of flyfishing, a particular and very enjoying type of fishing, chosen by thousands
of worldwide fishers.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=020&progid=0490
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FARMING THE WILD
USA 2020
18 x 30' HD
English restaurateur and hunter Mike Robinson is one of Britain’s most prominent game chefs, and
he co-owns the only pub in London with a prestigious Michelin-star. Farming the Wild follows Mike
as he harvests the natural ingredients that make up some of his most famous dishes. As an expert
marksman and deer stalker, Mike shares the many unique skills and techniques he uses to hunt the
game he sustainably manages. As a chef, he also shares the professional methods and tips to help
viewers elevate their wild game cooking into truly Michelin-caliber food, both at home and over their
campfires.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=020&progid=0514
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NORDIC WILD HUNTER
Sweden 2018
26 х 30’ HD
Take a journey with full-time hunter and film-maker Kristoffer Clausen as he hunts various species
throughout Scandinavia and Europe including; moose, red deer, wild boar, roe deer, reindeer, fallow
deer, lynx, foxes, capercaillie, geese, beaver and pigeons. Nordic Wild Hunter is a new 26-episode
original series where you will join Kristoffer Clausen as he builds his hunting camp in the wilderness
of Norway and then walk alongside him on his hunting adventures. Experience a variety of hunts using
different dogs, which is a central part of the Scandinavian hunting culture. See what it means
to be a Nordic Wild Hunter in this exciting new series with Kristoffer Clausen.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=020&progid=0515
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BUCCANEERS AND BONES
USA 2016
15 x 30' HD
The Buccaneers are back, and this time they invite a few new friends as late night talk show host Jimmy
Kimmel and entertainer Jim Belushi join musician Huey Lewis, Patagonia founder Yvon Chouinard,
author Tom McGuane, angling legend Lefty Kreh, and Bonefish & Tarpon Trust’s Bill Klyn on South
Andros Island in the Bahamas to pursue the treasure of the saltwater flats — the bonefish. It’s a mix
of great fishing action and general shenanigans off the water as this group learns how to protect and
preserve this important species for future generations.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=020&progid=0489
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SASQUATCH MOUNTAIN MAN
USA 2017
15 x 30' HD
Born of Indian ancestry and trained by true Mountain Men, Laramy “Sasquatch” Miller uses only
a handmade bow and a traditional .54 caliber Hawken Rifle to travel the route the mountain men did.
From deep in the Canadian Rockies to the plains of the Midwest hunting, trapping and surviving off the
land. He does it all the hard way; in a world of high-tech hunters, weapons and technology, Laramy
“Sasquatch” Miller, shows us what real hunting and living in the great wilderness truly is.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=020&progid=0483
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FOOD & COOKING

ALASKA'S WILD GOURMET
USA 2016
7 x 30' HD
In the remote corners of the Alaskan bush country are bounties unlike any other. Rugged, raw and now
cooked — this is the last culinary frontier where one chef is redefining what it means to eat like a wild
man. Classically trained chef Bradley Ewing is creating five-star restaurant quality meals in the most
remote and wild areas of Alaska. Creating gourmet experiences is challenging in any restaurant, but add
in the ever-changing Alaskan weather, foraging in the backyards of deadly animals, campfire cooking,
lack of creature comforts, and dangerous bush plane flights... and you could have a recipe for disaster.
Finicky clients, bi-polar weather changes, food and supply shortages often push Bradley to the last
ounce of his sanity but this creative, free-spirit always seems to deliver.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=015&progid=0484
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DEAD MEAT
USA 2017
16 x 30' HD
Join Scott Leysath, one of America’s premier wild game chefs, as his journey reveals how others harvest
and cook some of the country’s least desirable creatures with fur, fins feathers, spines and slime. Meet
interesting people who claim to transform far from the mainstream critters into delicious table fare,
or maybe not. From Alaska to south Florida, Chef Leysath is the guest on the quest to hunt, fish, trap
and grab some animals you might not think of eating, but he does.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=015&progid=0486
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THE LORD OF THE FOREST
Spain 2019
52 x 30' HD
Documentary series in which Vicente Sevilla, an expert on mushrooms, takes a tour through the most
beautiful forests in Spain, together with a celebrity, and explains the botanical and mycological aspects
of what he finds.
At the end of the route, the chef Diego Ferrer cooks a recipe in his portable kitchen with the mushrooms
they have collected and other products of the region they have gone through.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=015&progid=0508
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLODGY

VERTICAL CITY
Great Britain 2018
22 x 30' HD
In this series we leave the bustling streets far below, as our hosts Charlie Luxton and Keith Keaveney, are
taken on a guided tour by the world’s bravest window washers, rediscovering some of the boldest and
most ambitious examples of architecture; from the ancient and historic to the recent and risky.
In each show the presenter meets someone whose relationship with an incredible example
of architecture is a lot more intimate than yours and mine. We get an inside glimpse, seeing the world
from a fresh perspective. The feats of engineering and dedication to detail are often lost at hundreds
of feet above eye-level.
When first built these glittering monoliths and historic constructions were gasped at and applauded, but
from ground level much of the intricate engineering and design flare is lost to the skies. We rediscover
these incredible works of architectural art — old and new — at close range.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=016&progid=0125
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REDESIGN MY BRAIN
Australia 2014-2018
6 x 60' HD
The science of neuroplasticity has found that with specific training anyone can increase their memory
capacity, become smarter, and reverse mental aging. “Redesign My Brain” puts the idea of brain
plasticity to the test. Over the course of three months, TV celebrity Todd Sampson undertakes
a scientifically endorsed training program to prove that modern science can turn any brain into a “superbrain”. He will be tested, provoked and pushed to the limits. And ultimately Todd will attempt
an extreme challenge. But this journey is not just about him, we can all improve our brain. A fun, fastpaced, and fascinating journey into the workings of our very minds, “Redesign My Brain” is a makeover
show like no other — one where the design experts makeover the human brain!
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=016&progid=0385
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RE-THINK
Australia 2017
52 x 5' + 13 x 2' HD
In a world where nothing is what it seems, sometimes you just need to take a step back and take a second
look.
Discover the weird, quaint and downright bizarre and take the time to re-think. In each episode we are
presented with 4 illusions from the worlds of art, science, psychology and magic that we are guided
through to experience their effect in order to then understand how they work.
Surely you have at least once observed the floating clouds and saw a shape that looks like an animal. Why
do people see faces in ordinary things. This effect has a completely logical explanation.
Immediately after we were impressed with the magic trick, we have the question in mind: how it was
done? In fact, there are not that many options — sleight of hand or special technical devices.
Each episode ends by celebrating a famous thinker, someone who was part of the design and challenge
of the way we see the world.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=016&progid=0487
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SHOWDOWN OF THE UNBEATABLES
USA 2014
9 x 60' HD
Inventors and entrepreneurs pit their unique products and machines against each other and put their
reputations to the test in the ultimate head-to-head invention battle. Learn how the inventions work,
meet the engineers who created the products, and see these tools in action. When the dueling
competitors meet, the rules are agreed upon, the supporters take their place and the showdown begins.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=016&progid=0468
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A CURIOUS MIND
Australia 2018
4 x 60' HD
The Curious Mind follows Nigel Latta over four 1-hour programmes on a fascinating journey to explore
the miracles of the human mind with the help of BabyX, one of the most advanced Artificial Intelligence
models on the planet.
While our journey to fully understand the human brain is in its infancy, we’ve made major breakthroughs
in discovering what the brain is capable of. Over the course of this series we’re going to show you the
astounding things neuroscientists now know about our brain and explore how these discoveries can
improve the way we live our lives in this modern busy, stressful world.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=016&progid=0497
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HOME, DESIGN & GARDENING

ESCAPE TO THE CHATEAU DIY
Great Britain 2017
20 x 60' HD
Can one couple transform a wreck into a fairy tale castle? Combining a relocation abroad story, with
a challenging restoration project, this absorbing new series follows TV presenter Dick Strawbridge
(Scrapheap Challenge) and his family over the course of a year, after moving to northern France. Dick
and partner Angel have bought a 45 room chateau, complete with 12 acres of land and a moat.
However, the chateau has been empty for more than 40 years; it has no electricity or water, has
become a habitat for wildlife and the moat is full of sewage. Hands-on Dick is keen to do most of the
work himself, aiming to transform the wrecked chateau into a thing of beauty in time for his wedding
to Angel. He’s also set on living off the land by hunting and growing his own food. Dick and Angel are
very much in love but the challenges of settling into a new country with young children, coupled with
the engineering, logistical and financial problems they encounter, put a strain on their relationship and
arguments erupt. Will this fairy tale adventure have a happy ending? Do the Strawbridge’s get the castle
of their dreams, filled with beautiful things, and is everything completed in time for their perfect
wedding?
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=017&progid=0441
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FANTASY HOMES BY THE SEA
Great Britain 2018
20 x 60' HD
Michelle Ackerley whisks a pair of property buyers off to the seaside to help them realise their fantasy
of moving to a home on the UK coast. She takes them on a tour of four tantalising properties in their
chosen hot spot. Does the reality match the fantasy?
In each location, Michelle indulges our dreams of living like a millionaire as she takes us around a wow
property worth in excess of a million pounds, surprisingly affordable for a short stay especially if the treat
is shared with a group of friends. And on the other side of the coin, she hunts down three fantasy find
properties on a shoestring that could also yield an income when rented out.
Fantasy Homes by the Sea presents the beautiful backdrop, stunning vistas and dreamy lifestyle that
we all hanker after, as seen through a real life property hunt.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=017&progid=0499
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THE GREAT HOTEL ESCAPE
Great Britain 2019
20 х 60’ HD
Former hoteliers and Gogglebox stars Steph and Dom follow those risking their life savings to turn their
dream of running a hotel into a reality. Whether it’s a country Manor House, a 16th Century castle
or a Jacobean farmhouse, we follow the families as they juggle restoration plans, inspections and
interior facelifts, before finally opening their doors to the public. Filmed over the last 12 months, the 20part documentary series follows Steph and Dom as they meet families who are planning to open, or who
are already running, their own historic hotels in some of Britain’s most beautiful locations. Each episode
goes behind the scenes to meet the couples and families who have risked everything to turn their dream
of running a hotel into a reality. From newlyweds working against the clock to renovate a 16th century
castle, to a couple opening the doors to their 18th century boutique hotel for the very first time.Across
the series, we’ll see a whole host of stunning, interesting and quirky buildings as Steph and Dom lend
a hand to help; from knocking down castle walls, digging up manor gardens, helping launch the hotels
and even corralling noisy peacocks, they’ve really got stuck in.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=017&progid=0512
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LA RéNO CASSE-COU DE RICHARD
Canada 2018
11 x 30' HD
Richard Turcotte and his wife Josée go out on a whim and spontaneously buy a new home
on a gorgeous piece of land. Turns out that their dream house is in crucial need of a substantial facelift.
An innocent miscalculation commonly made by renovation neophytes. When the harsh reality
of purchasing a home without inspection by a professional kicks in, the overwhelming finacial,
psychological and physical challenges put the project in jeopardy! Their dream still has huge potential.
It’s just a question of putting in some elbow grease... A grueling journey through the world of home
renovation, this TV magazine illustrates what to avoid when buying a fixer-upper, while highlighting
sound solutions proposed by experts.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=017&progid=0478
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DESTINATION JARDIN AVEC GUILLAUME
Canada 2018
16 x 30' HD
Guillaume Thibert is a travel nut — a true globe-trotter who roams the planet six months out of the
year. But what does he do during the other six months? He’s up to his elbows in dirt, enjoying his
lifelong passion for horticulture, which comes from his family. It’s much more than a job! Give him a pot,
some soil, and a few flowers, and he’ll have loads of fun! This TV magazine lets viewers watch Guillaume
in action and experience the summer season gardening frenzy first-hand. He gives us a glimpse into the
world of flowers and plants alongside his mother and his team, while they interact with plants,
customers, and suppliers. In short, it’s a show that allows you to discover new trends in gardening, see
what the experts are up to, and catch a few tips on greening your thumb!
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=017&progid=0480
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HISTORY

ANCIENT HISTORY OF SIBERIA
Russia 2016
8 x 30' HD
The popular science series tells about the ancient history of Siberia from the ancient Stone Age
(Paleolithic) to the first Russian settlements and forts. The series covers more than 20 thousand years
of Siberian history. Each episode highlights a specific era. In addition to displaying the archaeological
exhibits from museums, interviews with scientists and magnificent shots of Siberian expanses, the film
captures various experiments that show, for example, how ancient people made stone tools and then
used them to cut meat, how they sculpted brown ware and much more. The series is focused on the
general public aged 12 years.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=002&progid=0473
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MAN AT ARMS: ART OF WAR
USA 2018
18 x 60' HD
Weapons and armor have played a starring role in pop culture, from movies to video games to comics
to TV shows. In each episode of MAN AT ARMS, a team of expert craftsmen skillfully reproduce famed
weapons from scratch. Using both the tools that would have been available at the time such weapons
were originally created as well as present-day state-of-the-art technologies, they will create historical,
but modern works of martial art. Each masterwork is then tested by experts for its strength and realworld functionality. Whether it slices, shoots, smashes, stabs, blocks, or disarms, viewers will get a firsthand look at what kind of force each marvelous masterpiece can unleash. Hosted by famed Hollywood
action star Danny Trejo.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=008&progid=0507
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ABANDONED ENGINEERING
Great Britain 2018—2019
32 x 60' HD
The world is peppered with examples of incredible engineering projects and buildings designed to make
life easier for those that used them, amaze those that came to see them — and make money for those
that ordered, designed and built them.
They were the stuff of dreams. Often, as we’ll see in these shows, on occasion enormous engineering
problems had to me resolved, obstacles overcome and new innovations employed just to get them built
in the first place.
Alas, a great number of these remarkable structures have now been abandoned, cast aside like enormous
expensive out-of-date toys, never to be used in the ways for which they were intended. Some fell prey
to political arguments and financial problems or were perhaps unable to defy the passing years, the pace
of new technologies or the vagaries of fads and fashion. Others failed because they were simply
monstrous testimonies to the vanity, greed and sheer stupidity of the people that built them.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=016&progid=0503
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ANIMATION FOR KIDS

BUBU AND THE LITTLE OWLS
Canada 2017
26 x 11' HD
Target Audience: Kids 3-6
A charming preschool series that follows the adorable adventures of Bubu, a curious and energetic young
owl who is always in hurry to explore the world outside his shell. Along with his brainy younger brother
Biel, and cute baby sister Bonie, Bubu is determined to see the forest beyond his family’s branch in the
highest sequoia tree of the High Branches neighborhood. By working together and making new friends,
they’ll play, create, sing and find the answers to their questions about the beauty and wonder of nature.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=019&progid=0472
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THE AMAZING PROFESSOR AMBROSIUS' MANSION
Disney Channel Brazil 2015
80 x 5.5' HD
Age: 5 - 9
Animation 2D cutout
Genre: Educational, Comedy, Action
Professor Ambrosius is the friendly and clumsy host of this show that mixes educational entertainment
with comedy. He lives with his two assistants, Leslie and Floribela, in a magical mansion where everything
can happen! Once in a while his nephews Claudia and Junior come by to have some funny adventures,
meeting important personalities of the world and learning about history, sciences and culture. Learning
has never been so fun!
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=019&progid=0491
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SPORTS, CARS AND ARMS

COMBAT FORCES
Canada 2014
26 x 30’ HD
Combat Forces is a 26-part documentary series profiling what young soldiers, sailors and airmen
go through to be among the best of the best. From intense combat maneuvers to highly competitive
physical fitness challenges, each episode follows the military as it prepares for possible deployment
to hotspots throughout the world. Viewers will witness urban warfare training, fighter jets in heated
aerial dog fights, the intense drama of divers disarming a bomb, and heavy armored tanks like they’ve
never been seen before.Shot in High Definition, cameras travel the globe to show the best that
militaries have to offer. Using point of view perspectives and detailed CGI animation Combat Forces
is the most realistic action oriented documentary series ever produced for television.combat Forces will
take you inside the ranks... deep inside the blood, sweat, and tears that IS the intensity of combat
training.
http://www.u7tv.ru/eng/index.shtml?sectionid=008&progid=0511
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